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ABSTRACT: Saponins are natural surfactants with high surface
activity and unique surface properties. Escin is a triterpenoid
saponin which has unusually high surface viscoelasticity
[Golemanov et al. Sof t Matter 2013, 9, 5738] and low
permittivity to molecular gas diﬀusion of its adsorption layers.
In our previous study [Tsibranska et al. Langmuir 2017, 33,
8330], we investigated the molecular origin of this unconventional behavior and found that escin molecules rapidly assemble
in a compact and stable surface cluster. This behavior was explained with long-range attraction between the hydrophobic
aglycones combined with intermediate dipole−dipole attraction and strong short-range hydrogen bonds between the sugar
residues in the adsorbed escin molecules. In this study, we performed atomistic molecular simulations of escin molecules in
dense adsorption layers with two diﬀerent areas per molecule. The results show that the surfactant molecules in these systems
are much less submerged in water and adopt a more upright position compared to the dilute layers studied previously. A
signiﬁcant number of trapped water molecules are located around the hydrophilic groups placed above the water equimolecular
surface to solvate them in the dense layer. To maintain the preferred orientation of the escin molecules with respect to the
interface, the most compact adsorption layer acquires a signiﬁcant spontaneous curvature. The substantial elasticity of the
neutral escin layers, as in our previous study, is explained with the presence of a speciﬁc interaction, which is intermediate
between hydrogen bonding and dipole−dipole attraction (populated lengths in the range 0.16 to >0.35 nm), supplemented by
substantial ﬂexibility of the surfactant heads, optimal curvature of the interface, and signiﬁcant normal displacement of the
molecules to allow their tight surface packing. The simulations reveal long-range order within the layers, which signiﬁes the role
of the collective behavior of the saponin molecules in such dense adsorption layers.

■

INTRODUCTION
Saponins are unique natural amphiphiles combining surface
and biological activity. Representatives of this class of
compounds serve as excellent foam stabilizers and emulsiﬁers,
aid cholesterol elimination from foods (oils, milk, etc.), and are
used successfully as solubilizers of vitamins and minerals in
foods and food additives.1−6 Saponins have also diverse
bioactivity,7−11 which renders them suitable for pharmaceutical
applications. Because of the combination of surface activity and
bioactivity, they are important for various branches of industry
and science. To apply them more eﬃciently, however, further
in-depth knowledge about the relationship between the
structure and interactions in their adsorption layers and the
nontrivial behavior observed experimentally12,13 is necessary.
Such molecular-level understanding may be provided by
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.
Escin (ESC) is a saponin that is the main component of
chestnut (Aesculus hippocastanum) seed extracts14 and may be
obtained as a substance of high purity.15 It has antiinﬂammatory, vessel-contracting, and vessel-protecting activity.7 Its physicochemical characteristics are also interesting.
Escin adsorption layers have exceptionally high elastic modules
>1100 mN/m. In some experimental studies, authors observed
© 2019 American Chemical Society

formation of wrinkles on the surface. They clearly manifest the
unusual rheological properties of such highly elastic layers
because they indicate very low surface tension, leading to the
spontaneous buckling of the adsorption layer. Wrinkles
formation was reported for insoluble monolayers of solid
particles, lipids, and some speciﬁc proteins.16−22
Escin adsorption layers have also small gas permeability and
signiﬁcant surface viscosity of ca. 130 N·s/m, which is
important in Ostwald ripening processes.12,13
The origin of those peculiar properties of escin adsorption
layers is still not fully clariﬁed at the molecular level. In our
previous study,23 we employed classical atomistic MD
simulations to analyze in detail the orientation and the
interactions in model supramolecular structures formed in
dilute escin monolayers. The kinetics of aggregation was
monitored. The alignment of the molecules with respect to the
interface, together with their characteristic size and degree of
submergence in water, were determined. We registered
signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the behavior of the charged and
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Figure 1. Simulated molecular models of 49 surfactants at the vacuum/water interface with area per molecule: (A) 0.70 nm2 and (B) 0.49 nm2. The
initial conﬁgurations (left in each panel) are shown together with the ﬁnal snapshots from the MD simulations (right in each panel) for the two
models in side (top) and top (bottom) view. Color coding: cyan balls, carbon; red balls, oxygen; white balls, hydrogen; red and white lines, water
molecules.

the presence and location of hydrophobic groups in the
molecules on the viscoelastic properties of the associative
polymers was demonstrated.
Other authors employed coarse-grained nonequilibrium MD
simulations to quantify the rheological behavior of micelles
formed from 'generic' (four hydrophobic and one hydrophilic
bead) surfactants in solution.29 They suggested a ﬂow-based
rheological model, which reproduced accurately all MD data.
The authors explained the observed shear thickening eﬀect
with the breaking of a micelle followed by dispersing of the
surfactant molecules.
There are also literature sources illustrating the relationship
between bulk rheological characteristics and the formation of
hydrogen bonds. In a recent study,30 the authors performed
equilibrium and nonequilibrium MD simulations of an ionic
liquid at standard conditions and related its rheological
behavior to the presence (or absence) of interion H-bonds.
The united atoms/atomistic results for the viscosity at zero
deformation rate were in good agreement with the
experimental data. The calculated shear viscosity depended
quasi-linearly on the number of H-bonds. This showed that
hydrogen bonds played a major role for the viscous behavior of
the ionic liquid.
Some experimental studies of liquids conﬁrm the relationship between bulk viscosity and hydrogen bonds.31,32 In the
ﬁrst work,31 the authors demonstrated by constant shear ﬂow
measurements that the Mamaku resin has a well-expressed
shear thickening response, followed by shear thining, which is
very unusual for polysaccharides. They investigated the origin
of this behavior by a combination of shear and extensional
rheological experiments on Mamaku resin/urea mixtures. They
found that intermolecular hydrogen bonding was the source of
the shear thickening. Wee et al.32 showed dependence between
the magnitude of shear thickening (from 5 to 20 s−1) of the
same viscoelastic resin and the amount of salt present. They
assumed that the shear thickening mechanism was related to a
shear-deformation-induced transition from intra- to intermo-

neutral form of escin and explained them in terms of water
solubility, intermolecular interactions, aggregation times, and
layer stability. The more enhanced solubility of the anion
results in a more disordered surface layer, better penetrable to
water molecules. The high elasticity of neutral escin layers was
attributed partly to the presence of a speciﬁc interaction,
intermediate between hydrogen bonding and dipole−dipole
orientation, acting between the polar groups of sugar and
aglycon. The lack of this attraction in anionic layers was put
forward as the cause of the signiﬁcant elasticity drop therein.
The conclusions made in this work are, however, for layers
with low surface coverage. It is worth checking whether they
will remain valid also in more condensed escin layers, which
are studied experimentally much more frequently.
There are just a few other publications reporting results from
MD simulations of saponin molecules.24−26 These studies are
devoted mainly to kinetics, mechanism of formation, and shape
of micelles assembled in bulk saponin solutions. The structure
and conformation of single saponin molecules are also
described.
However, molecular dynamics has been proven suitable in
general for interpreting surface self-assembly27 and rheological
characteristics of surfactants both in the bulk and at
interfaces.28−30 Wang et al.27 studied the self-assembly of
mixed dodecylamine (DDA)−dodecanol (DOD) layers at the
air/water interface by large-scale atomistic MD simulations.
They showed that the self-assembly of pure DDA is not
signiﬁcant due to the strong electrostatic repulsion. The
surface activity of pure DOD is also not too pronounced, but
molecules of DOD can rapidly assemble in a compact and
stable surface cluster. For mixed DDA/DOD, DOD can reduce
the electrostatic repulsion of the DDA head groups, allowing
the two surfactants to intertwine with each other. In the work
of Castillo-Tejas et al.28 MD simulations were used to outline
the eﬀect of hydrophobic groups on the rheological behavior of
telechelic and multisticker associative polymer solutions
relative to reference nonmodiﬁed polymers. Three concentration regimes were simulated, and the speciﬁc inﬂuence of
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Figure 2. Mass density proﬁles in direction normal to the interface for the entire system (black lines), for water (cyan lines), and for the surfactants
in the models (A) 49ESC-70 (blue line) and (B) 49ESC-49 (pink line); the water equimolecular dividing surface is denoted by a dashed green line.
regular square lattice with diﬀerent lattice parameter in the two cases.
Next, the hydrophilic parts of the escin molecules are hydrated by
7020 water molecules in the model 49ESC-70 and by 4828 water
molecules in the model 49ESC-49. The simulations are performed in
the presence of 10 mM NaCl, which requires 1 Na+ and 1 Cl− in both
types of models. The respective sizes of the periodic boxes are as
follows: x = 8.40 nm, y = 4.06 nm, z = 17.18 nm for 49ESC-70 and x
= 4.90 nm, y = 4.90 nm, z = 17.18 nm for 49ESC-49. The model
systems are simulated in PBC (periodic boundary conditions)43 with
5 nm of vacuum introduced on both sides along the z-axis (which is
perpendicular to the interface) to truncate the periodicity in this
direction. All MD calculations are at constant temperature of 293 K
maintained by a Berendsen thermostat,44 i.e., in a NVT (canonical)
ensemble, at constant number of particles, periodic box volume, and
temperature.44 These conditions and the respective concentrations
are selected to correspond to those in the experimental measurements.12,39
The potential for the van der Waals interactions is Lennard-Jones,
and it is truncated at a distance of 1.0 nm with a switching function
activated at 0.8 nm. The electrostatic interactions are calculated with
PME,45−47 where the direct summation is truncated at 1.2 nm with a
switching function turned on at 1.0 nm. The time step is 2 fs, and the
equations of motion are integrated with leap-frog. The lengths of all
hydrogen-containing bonds in escin are ﬁxed with LINCS48 and those
in water with SETTLE.49 The energy of the two model systems is
minimized ﬁrst, then they are heated to the desired temperature and
equilibrated, following a standard procedure. The total energy and the
temperature are checked for attained equilibrium. The total period of
equilibration is 0.5 ns. Then, a production trajectory with length of
350 ns is generated for each model system. Frames are written every 1
ps. The last 50000 structures are subject to statistical analysis, except
for the density proﬁles, which are averaged over 100000 snapshots,
and for the pressure tensor elements, which are calculated for 150000
conﬁgurations to produce more accurate results. The respective
sections of the trajectories are selected for the analyses because there
the systems are already stationary in terms of the target property.
Hydrogen bonds are used as the most sensitive structural parameter
to verify when equilibrium is reached (Figure S1). The density
proﬁles are obtained by block averaging of 10 ns trajectory segments
to assess the statistical accuracy.
The simulations are performed with the program package Gromacs
4.6.5.43 VMD 1.9.150 is used for visualization of the trajectories.

lecular hydrogen bonding facilitated by the screening eﬀect of
cations.
The relationship between the rheological properties and the
intermolecular interactions, including H-bonds, was demonstrated qualitatively also in other systems. For example, it was
shown that H-bonds inﬂuence signiﬁcantly the rheology of
some polymerization processes.33,34 Zhang and Weiss35
discovered that the degree of viscoelastic recovery of some
gels could be correlated to the strength of intermolecular
hydrogen bonds. Baddi et al.36 revealed by a combined
experimental and computational approach that in cyclohexanebased bis(acyl-semicarbazide) gels the balance between two
types of noncovalent interactions, one of them being Hbonding, determined the process of organogelation. They also
pointed out that both intra- and intermolecular H-bonding
stabilized the aggregates.
The above literature overview shows that there are no MD
simulations of dense adsorption layers of escin. Such a study
will provide additional information about this system and
better understanding of the experimental data. In the current
work, MD simulations of dense escin adsorption layers are
made. The molecular orientation, characteristic distances, and
intermolecular interactions are estimated and compared to
those of the dilute layer23 to quantify the response of the
system to the reduced surface area. A relationship between the
molecular behavior and the above-mentioned experimental
rheological characteristics is sought as well.

■

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Molecular Models. Escin is selected for the study because it exists
as a pure extract. This facilitates the construction of simulation
models as close as possible to the experimental ones. In addition,
escin is one of the saponins with very high surface elasticity
modulus.12,37,38
MD simulations for two types of models (Figure 1) of 49 escin
molecules adsorbed on the water surface are carried out: (A) with
area per molecule 0.70 nm2 (denoted below as 49ESC-70) and (B)
with area per molecule 0.49 nm2 (denoted below as 49ESC-49).
These areas per molecule correspond to the experimental ones known
for dense adsorption layers. Pagureva et al.12 showed by ﬁtting the
measured surface tension isotherm to a van der Waals model that the
molecular area of escin in a dense layer was 0.53 nm2, while Penfold et
al.39 obtained values for the area per molecule in the interval 0.42−
0.68 nm2 (upon decrease of pH from 8 to 4) when studying directly
by neutron scattering the thickness of escin adsorption layers.
Computational Protocol. The force ﬁeld AMBER9940,41 is used
in combination with the TIP3P42 water model. The initial geometry
and the MM parametrization of escin are described in our previous
publication.23 The two types of model systems (Figure 1) are built by
translating a one-molecule unit cell in the xy plane on the nodes of a

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Position of the Amphiphiles Relative to Water and
Characteristic Structural Measures. Analysis of the mass
density proﬁles along the z-axis provides characteristic layer
thicknesses in the direction normal to the interface. Separate
plotting of the density proﬁles of the whole system, of escin,
and of water (Figure 2) allows estimation of the most probable
thickness of the escin layer (taken as the full width at halfmaximum (fwhm) of its peak), that of the whole adsorption
12878
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of the surfaces in the models with (A) A = 0.70 nm2 and (B) A = 0.49 nm2 per molecule with populated
positions (marked in gray) of the aglycone carbon atom of escin (denoted by a green circle in Figure S2), (C) the average z-coordinate of this C
atom in all ESC molecules, and (D) distribution of its z-coordinate in the last 50 ns of the simulations for the two models; the green line denotes
the water equimolecular dividing surface. Color coding: cyan, carbon; red, oxygen; white, hydrogen; silver, water molecules.

layers are thicker is evident. This thickening may be due to the
layer curvature, to more intensive thermal ﬂuctuations of the
surfactant molecules in the z-direction, and/or to a speciﬁc
interaction between them. The foremost reason is more likely
in view of the larger thickness of the more condensed layer,
which is also more curved.
The experimental layer thickness determined by Penfold et
al.39 is in the range from 2.20 to 2.80 ± 0.20 nm, depending on
the method of estimation. It is in good correspondence with
the computational estimates, falling in between the values for
the two dense models, as do the experimental areas per
molecule. This indicates that the models reﬂect properly the
experimental behavior of the escin adsorption layer.
An additional check is made by evaluating a second
experimentally measurable characteristic from the simulations,
namely, the surface tension σ. The diagonal components of the
pressure tensor for every frame of the last 150 ns of the
trajectory of 49ESC-70 are calculated, and then eq 1 is used to
obtain the instantaneous surface tension, which is ﬁnally
averaged to get the mean value:
ÄÅ
É
ÅÅ
⟨Px⟩ + ⟨Py⟩ ÑÑÑÑ
Å
Å
ÑÑ
σ = LzÅÅ⟨Pz⟩ −
ÑÑ
ÅÅÅ
2
ÑÑÖ
(1)
Ç

layer (the distance to the water equimolecular dividing surface,
EDS), and the maximum thickness of the layer (calculated as
the distance between the data at three standard deviations
from the escin maximum in both directions; see Tables S1 and
S2 of the Supporting Information for sensitivity of the
estimates toward the position of the zero density). The EDS
is denoted in green in Figure 2.
The peak of escin in both models is located at the edge of
the bulk water density (Figure 2), mostly above the EDS,
which conﬁrms the pronounced surface activity of ESC,
independent of the area per molecule. Comparison to the
results at low surface coverage23 shows that the molecules in
the dense layers are much less submerged in water. This
diﬀerence is probably due to the tighter packing between escin
molecules, which enhances the total hydrophobicity of the
system. Thriving to pack and to reduce steric repulsion, the
escin molecules adopt a more upright position in the dense
layers, which leads to emerging of part of the atoms above the
water surface. Escin, however, contains a large hydrophilic part,
which needs to remain solvated. This is eﬀectuated by trapping
water molecules around the hydrophilic heads and dragging
them above the EDS. This is veriﬁed by the presence of a ﬂat
peak in the water density proﬁle encompassing the entire escin
population along the z-axis.
The plots also show that the escin peak at 0.49 nm2 is wider
than that in the other model. This is due to the substantial
curvature of the surface (Figure 1). It is less expressed in the
model with larger area per molecule. The roughness of the
denser model results in much broader population of zcoordinates by escin molecules and, hence, a wider density
peak.
The most probable escin layer thickness of 49ESC-70 is 2.19
± 0.02 nm and that of 49ESC-49: 3.00 ± 0.02 nm. Upon
comparison of those values with the analogous one for the
dilute model23 (1.08 nm), the expected fact that the denser

where Lz is the escin layer thickness and Px, Py, and Pz are the
respective diagonal pressure tensor components. The obtained
average values of σ are corrected for the type of the water
model (TIP3P) and for long-range interactions, as suggested
by Ismail et al.51
The surface tension calculated for 49ESC-70 is 62.2 ± 0.5
mN/m. It was not possible to obtain a correct value for
49ESC-49 due to the extensive surface curvature.
To compare accurately σ computed from the MD
simulations with the experimental value, the bulk concentration corresponding to the model needs to be determined.
12879
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Figure 4. (A) Schematic representation of the angle closed between the aglycone of escin and the z-axis. (B) distribution of its values from the last
50 ns of the MD simulations of the two 49-surfactant models; the solid lines are Gaussian ﬁts to the data, and the black dashed line denotes the
water EDS; the numbers correspond to the maxima of the Gaussians. Color coding: gray balls, carbon; red balls, oxygen.

molecules in normal direction. This is also the most likely
origin of the surface curvature.
The most probable length of ESC was estimated in our
previous study23 to be 2.22 nm. It would coincide with the
thickness of the absorption layer given the escin molecules
were aligned in a ﬂat monolayer and were perpendicular to the
water surface. The length is comparable to the thickness in
49ESC-70 and somewhat smaller than it in 49ESC-49. This
implies perpendicular orientation of the surfactants at the
interface, which is diﬀerent from the alignment observed in the
dilute model.23 To quantify the orientation of escin, several
characteristic angles are calculated.
Interfacial Orientation and Intramolecular Conformation of the Surfactants. The tilt of the aglycones is used
as a measure of their position with respect to the surface. It is
calculated as the angle closed between a vector spanning the
whole aglycone and the z-axis, as shown in Figure 4A. This
analysis is done for the last 50 ns of the trajectories, and the
results are displayed in Figure 4B.
The plot (Figure 4B) shows that the tilt of ESC varies in the
interval from 120° to 180°. This may indicate that the
molecules are not always perpendicular to the surface and that
they are much more upright in the condensed than in the
diluted models,23 where the value of 110° was highly preferred.
The distribution of the values is bimodal in both dense models.
The Gaussian ﬁts of the data provide similar most populated
tilts for them: 125° and 159° in 49ESC-70; 120° and 168° in
49ESC-49. The larger value is always predominant but more in
the latter system. This appears to mean that escin is oriented
primarily at angles close to 180°, which corresponds to almost
perpendicular alignment at the interface. The smallest
populated angle is 109°. Therefore, orientation parallel to
the surface practically does not take place. The diﬀerence
between the dense and the dilute models23 is worth
commenting. In the models with smaller surface coverage the
most populated tilts were in the range 110°−114°, while in this
study the angles are much larger, 159°−168°.
The measured angles, however, are always with respect to
the ﬁxed z-axis. Because the surface in both dense models is
curved, part of the tilt increase may come from not taking into
account this curvature. Therefore, we estimated the actual tilt
of the surfactants relative to the local normal to the surface.
For the purpose, we ﬁt the quasilinear part of the surface to a
straight line (Figure S3) by plotting the z-coordinate of C19 as
a function of their x-coordinate. From the ﬁt we determine an
average slope of the surface relative to the z-axis of 22 ± 2° for
49ESC-70 and of 37 ± 1° for 49ESC-49. Correcting the

The Volmer (eqs S1−S3 of the Supporting Information) and
the van der Waals (eqs S4−S6 of the Supporting Information)
adsorption isotherms are used for the purpose. The Volmer
model does not take into account the intermolecular
interactions within the adsorption layer, while the van der
Waals model does.
The values of σ corresponding to the concentrations taken
for the model 49ESC-70 are 58.7 and 64.2 mN/m,
respectively. It can be concluded that they match very well
the computed surface tension. This is another veriﬁcation of
the theoretical model.
An additional analysis is performed to check the abovementioned hypothesis that the escin molecules ﬂuctuate
heavily in direction normal to the interface. The z-coordinate
of the terminal C19 atom of the aglycone (Figure S2) is
monitored because this is the most rigid part of the surfactant
molecule.23 The evolution of the z-coordinate of each ESC
molecule during the last 50 ns of each trajectory is traced, and
the results are summarized in Figure 3.
The standard deviations for both models are in the range
0.4−0.5 nm. This, combined with the fairly wide peaks in the
distribution histograms (Figure 3D), conﬁrms the enhanced
mobility of the surfactant molecules in normal direction, which
is especially pronounced in 49ESC-49. It may be seen that the
aglycone of almost all molecules is mostly above the EDS; i.e.,
this part of escin is not hydrated. This is opposite to what was
observed in the dilute model.23 It also conﬁrms the assumption
that the hydrophilic surfactant parts in the dense layers are
solvated by trapping some water molecules, as commented
when analyzing the density proﬁles (Figure 2).
The two types of models behave in a diﬀerent way. The peak
for escin (Figure 3D) in 49ESC-49 is shifted more toward the
gas phase compared to that in 49ESC-70 and is also much
wider. This is in line with the density proﬁles (Figure 2) and
corroborates the assumption that the displacement of the
surfactants along z is related to the more expressed roughness
of the layer and the wider density distribution. The dispersion
of the z-coordinates of the chosen C atom in the two models is
illustrated in Figure 3A,B, showing clearly the much thicker
layer in the more condensed model.
An additional feature is that the distribution of the zcoordinates in 49ESC-70 is unimodal, while that in 49ESC-49
is bimodal. This implies two preferred molecular positions in
the more condensed model. They are probably most beneﬁcial
in terms of reducing the steric repulsion; i.e., the latter is
minimized through periodic displacement of the surfactant
12880
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Figure 5. (A) Schematic representation of the angles closed between the aglycone and the two terminal sugar residues of escin and (B) their
distribution for the models with 49 ESC.

Figure 6. Distribution of the number of hydrogen bonds (A) in and between escin molecules and (B) between escin and water.

alignment becomes preferred upon compression. It corresponds to the most extended possible shape of the molecule
enabling tight packing.
The average angles also reveal major diﬀerences between the
dense and the dilute layers. At low surface coverage a more
stationary angle around 125° is preferred, while the second
sugar residue is more mobile with angles varying between 115°
and 165°. At high surface concentrations the larger angle
approaches the upper limit of the range and the smaller one
decreases substantially to ca. 95° but ﬂuctuates more (by ca.
25°). This outlines a highly ﬂexible hydrophilic part of the
escin molecule with feasible spontaneous conformational
changes, the magnitude of which is proportional to the degree
of layer compression.
On the other hand, there is no correlation between the
sugar−aglycone angles and the tilt of the aglycone. The sugar
conformation and the tilt angle seem to be two independent
components of the mechanism of relaxation of the system
upon compression or expansion. It should be noted that
desorption of ESC molecules is not a preferred option for
imminent reaction to applied stress. No desorption events are
witnessed during the simulations, even for the extremely small
area per molecule. Instead, the powerful compression is
compensated with the surface curvature. This is an indication
that some very strong intermolecular interactions hold the
surfactants in place and cause curling of the layer instead of
desorption (at least on the modeled time scale).
Hydrogen-Bonds Analysis. In our previous study of the
diluted model23 we found out that a combination of various
types of interactions (among which two kinds of hydrogen
bonds), acting at diﬀerent distances, is the most probable cause
of the high surface elasticity of escin layers observed

average surfactant tilt with these values results in reduction of
the ESC angle down to the interval 120°−135° in the two
models. This magnitude is much closer to the tilt registered in
the small models.23
This indicates a plausible mechanism for reducing the steric
repulsion: curving of the surface upon layer compression to
preserve the preferable orientation of the surfactants. Hence, it
can be summarized that a tilt close to 120° is the most
favorable orientation of ESC, at which each ESC can
accommodate neighboring molecules. The ﬁnal conclusion is
that having larger apparent tilt angle is actually correlated to
more displaced alignment of the escin molecules in the normal
direction eﬀectuated by a more expressed curvature. This also
requires the sugar residues to adopt proper alignment, allowing
overall reduction of the steric hindrance. It might be expected
that the sugars positions would be diﬀerent than in the diluted
systems, too.
To check that, they are determined by deﬁning two
additional vectors depicted in Figure 5A. They are combined
with the vector used for the tilt (Figure 4A) to measure the
angle23 the latter closes with each of the two vectors spanning
the terminal sugar residues.
The combinations of angles in the two dense models are
diﬀerent. This conﬁrms the marked mobility of the sugar
fragment of ESC, which was registered already in the previous
study.23 The most frequent combination of angles is when one
of them is in the range 150°−170° and the other one in the
interval 80°−90°. About 55% of the molecules in 49ESC-70
and about 35% in the other model adopt this orientation.
This conformation of ESC is rather diﬀerent from the one in
the diluted system, where the most populated combinations of
angles were 120°/160° and 130°/130°. This shows that a more
“asymmetric” (with one large and one small angle) sugar
12881
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experimentally.12 Therefore, hydrogen bonds are analyzed
next.
The distribution of the number of H-bonds formed during
the last 50 ns of the MD trajectories is given in Figure 6A. It is
seen from the data that the most probable number of hydrogen
bonds between ESC molecules increases from 262 ± 10 in
49ESC-70 to 288 ± 10 in 49ESC-49. The mean number of Hbonds per surfactant is 5.3 ± 0.2 and 5.9 ± 0.2, respectively. It
can ﬂuctuate between the individual molecules due to the
diﬀerent number of immediate neighbors (see below). The
preferred length of the ESC-ESC H-bonds is ca. 0.19 nm in
both models.
Figure 6B contains the analogous analysis of the ESC−water
hydrogen bonds. The respective maxima are at 798 ± 17 bonds
in 49ESC-70 and at 724 ± 17 in 49ESC-49. The average values
per surfactant are 16.3 ± 0.3 and 14.8 ± 0.3 in the two models,
again ﬂuctuating due to irregular packing. The most frequent
length is also 0.19 nm. It outlines this length as characteristic
for the H-bonds of escin, independent of the partner, which
was observed also in the diluted model.23
As already noted, the tendencies in H-bonding are identical
for the two dense models, but in 49ESC-49 the number of
intersurfactant H-bonds is larger at the expense of smaller
number of bonds with the water molecules (Figure 6). This
means that at the higher surface concentration the surfactants
reorganize in such a way as to maximize the hydrogen bonding
between them to compensate for the poorer hydration, instead
of desorbing and forming more H-bonds with water. This
enhanced H-bonding at the surface probably also contributes
to the pronounced roughness of the most condensed layer.
To clarify whether there are speciﬁc hydrogen bonds also in
the dense systems, it is necessary to characterize the mutual
orientation of neighboring surfactant molecules. For the
purpose, the ﬁrst neighbors of each ESC are identiﬁed next.
Intermolecular Orientation within the Clusters. A
procedure analogous to the one reported in our previous
study23 is used. The only diﬀerence is that in the dense layers
the actual neighbors should have >1000 contacts/ps (this limit
was >150 contacts/ps in the diluted model). In addition, the
minimum distance between atoms from actual neighbors
should be persistently ≤0.2 nm.
Figure 7 contains a histogram of the number of actual
neighbors in the two studied models. There is a diﬀerence
between the two systems. The most frequent number of actual
neighbors in 49ESC-70 is 1 and in 49ESC-49 it is 2. The
increased number of imminent neighbors in the more
condensed models shows enhanced degree of packing there,

which is most probably due to the stronger intermolecular
interactions. On the other hand, this conﬁrms the assumption
made on the basis of the formed H-bonds that at smaller area
per molecule the escin molecules form more hydrogen bonds
to stabilize the tighter packing.
2D Voronoi analysis52,53 is performed to determine all ﬁrst
neighbors (not only the most strongly interacting ones, which
are termed “actual” above) in the ESC layers and the average
area per surfactant in the ﬁnal 50 ns part of the simulations.
The analysis is done on 10 frames extracted at intervals of 5 ns.
It shows that in both models each ESC has comparable
number of neighbors: 5.6 ± 1.5 in 49ESC-70 and 5.8 ± 0.8 in
49ESC-49. This result is in very good agreement with the data
obtained for the dilute model,23 where the number of ﬁrst
neighbors varied between 5 and 6. As expected, the average
areas per molecule yielded by the Voronoi analysis are very
close to the initially assigned ones: 0.67 ± 0.17 and 0.46 ±
0.11 nm2, respectively.
The pairs of actual neighbors are used next to analyze the
behavior and type of intersurfactant interactions in the two
adsorption layers.
Hydrogen Bonding of Escin. To determine the hydrogen
bonds between the actual neighbors, which are well packed, we
analyzed all molecules from the particular model that have the
maximum number of actual neighbors, i.e., 3 in 49ESC-70
(there are 6 such molecules) and 4 in 49ESC-49 (there are 2
such molecules).
Figure 8A,B presents illustrative distributions of the various
H-bonding patterns ESC-ESC taking place in 49ESC-70. Two
types of behavior are met. In the ﬁrst one (Figure 8A) the Hbonds formed by a certain surfactant molecule are unequally
distributed among its neighborsone bond with two of the
neighbors and three bonds with the third one. This shows
preference for interaction with one of the neighbors, probably
stemming from better mutual orientation. This pattern is
characteristic for four of the surfactants with three neighbors.
The second type of H-bonding (Figure 8B), realized by two
of the molecules, is characterized by relatively uniform binding
to all neighbors. It possibly takes place when the molecule is
optimally oriented with respect to all its neighbors in a more
ordered part of the layer. Such regions could be extrapolated to
the domains observed experimentally in escin adsorption layers
by Golemanov et al.,54 even though the experimental structures
are way larger.
The same analysis of the molecules with four neighbors in
49ESC-49 (Figure 8C,D) shows similar but slightly less
expressed trends. The data in Figure 8C reveal that a given
surfactant forms primarily two H-bonds with three of its
neighbors and three H-bonds with its fourth neighbor. This
pattern is similar to the ﬁrst pattern discussed for 49ESC-70
(Figure 8A). Figure 8D illustrates the second pattern in
49ESC-49. It is very alike to the second pattern in 49ESC-70
(Figure 8B) with a uniform distribution of the hydrogen bonds
among the neighbors. Hence, the two patterns of intersurfactant H-bonding are maintained upon compression.
The length distributions of the various H-bonds formed by
an ESC molecule with its actual neighbors are summarized in
Figure 9 for the two models.
Most of these bonds are strong with length around the one
characteristic for escin, 0.19 nm. In both models, however,
there is an interesting peak with maximum at ca. 0.32−0.33 nm
(Figure 9C,D (red)). This length is more typical for dipole−
dipole interactions and not for H-bonds, but at the same time

Figure 7. Number of surfactants having a certain number of actual
neighbors during the last 50 ns of the 49-surfactant simulations.
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Figure 8. Representative distributions of the number of hydrogen bonds for (A) and (B) two diﬀerent well packed molecules with three actual
neighbors from the model 49ESC-70, and (C) and (D) for analogous two molecules with four neighbors from 49ESC-49.

Figure 9. Analysis of the hydrogen bonds length distributions for (A−C) three diﬀerent illustrative well-packed molecules with three actual
neighbors from the model 49ESC-70 and (D, E) analogous two molecules with four neighbors from 49ESC-49.

molecules. In addition, we found out that these long hydrogen
bonds are very persistent in time with lifetimes reaching up to
50 ns. Considering the requirements for the formation of a
hydrogen bond (the presence of a proton donor and a proton
acceptor, distance, angle), the existence of such long-lived Hbonds means either that the molecules are immobilized, which

the analysis of H-bonds takes into account also the angle
between the polar groups. It outlines this interaction as speciﬁc
for escin and intermediate between dipole−dipole and Hbonding. The presence of this peak is in very good agreement
with the ﬁndings for the diluted layer,23 where such a
maximum was very intensive for pairs of well-packed
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Figure 10. Radial distribution functions of the distance between the reference aglycone C atom from the aglycone of escin molecules: (A) 2D RDF
in the xy plane and (B) 3D RDF.

Figure 11. Dependence of the angles closed between the aglycones of neighboring escin molecules for the model 49ESC-70: deﬁnitions of (A) the
dihedral angle and (C) the angle between the two vectors and (B) correlation plot between them.

crystals. This means that there is long-range order in the escin
layers, but no crystal arrangement is achieved. The 3D RDFs
(Figure 10B) also demonstrate long-range order in both
models.
The highest peak of the 2D RDFs is deformed by a shoulder
in both systems. In the 3D RDFs this peak splits into two
separate maxima. Apart from that there are many small
distances populated in the 2D RDF of 49ESC-49. All this
shows that there is systematic displacement of the ﬁrst
neighbors along z, as discussed above.
To elucidate the origin of the observed layer structuring, the
intermolecular orientation of the actual neighbors is analyzed.
The angles, as shown in Figure 11, closed between the tilt
vectors (Figure 4A) of each pair of actual ESC neighbors are
averaged over the last 50 ns of the trajectory of 49ESC-70. On
the one hand, the dihedral (β) between the four atoms (Figure
11A) and, on the other hand, the angle (α) between the
vectors (Figure 11C) are measured.
The two angles are chosen in a way that would allow
unequivocal quantiﬁcation of the direction of displacement of
the neighboring molecules. β is a measure of the out-of-plane
deviation of the surfactants, while α has components in the
three directions of space. To ﬁlter out the out-of-plane
displacement, a correlation plot of the two angles is
constructed for all pairs of actual neighbors (Figure 11B).
A close-to-linear relationship between the two angles is
evident from the data, despite the relatively large ﬂuctuations
of some angles. The slope is close to unity, which means that
the magnitude of α is almost equal to that of β for almost all
pairs. This indicates that the aglycones are displaced out-ofplane at angle β, while in the other two directions they are
practically collinear. The preferred displacements are up to 40°
and never exceed 90°. It may be assumed that this is the most
beneﬁcial displacement for reducing the steric hindrance

is unrealistic, or that they can reorient without breaking the
bond but just by changing its length. The latter corresponds to
“elasticity” of these bonds and is more probable. This is
corroborated by the presence of histograms in both dense
models with practically continuous population of all lengths
(Figures 9A (green) and 9D,E (violet)). This conclusion
coincides with the one drawn for the dilute layer.23
In 49ESC-49 this behavior is especially pronounced. In
Figures 9A (green), 9D (violet), and 9E (violet) H-bonds with
all lengths between 0.17 and 0.35 nm are seen. This range
covers both classical H-bonds and dipole−dipole interactions.
The presence of these peculiar “extendable” H-bonds is most
probably related to the unusual elasticity of escin adsorption
layers registered experimentally.12 This statement is in
agreement with our previous study at low coverage,23 where
this interaction was identiﬁed ﬁrst, and also with investigations
of other elastic systems described in the Introduction.30−36
The analysis of the hydrogen bonding of the actual
neighbors hints toward organization of the surfactant
molecules within well-packed clusters in the adsorption layer,
which is detected also experimentally.54 This is supported by
an observation made when analyzing the evolution of the
minimum distances, namely, that there is a second characteristic distance in the range 0.2−0.6 nm (Figure S4), which
might be interpreted as the distance between second
neighbors.
To check for the presence of such longer-range order, we
calculated the radial distribution functions (RDFs) of the
distance (Figure S5) between the reference C atoms from the
aglycones. Both 2D RDFs (in the xy plane) and 3D RDFs are
generated.
It is clearly seen that the curves for the 2D RDFs (Figure
10A) diﬀer signiﬁcantly by those typical of a ﬂuid surface but
also do not coincide with those characteristic of regular
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Standard hydrogen bonds are one of the main interactions
between escin molecules in the ﬁlms. There is, however, an
additional type of speciﬁc strong interaction, intermediate
between the classical H-bonding and dipole−dipole attraction,
which is well expressed at both surface coverages. It can be
identiﬁed by the almost continuous distribution of the lengths
of the H-bonds in the interval from 0.16 to 0.35 nm (see
Figure 9).
Analysis of the intermolecular orientation of the surfactant
molecules reveals small but sizable out-of-plane displacement
of the aglycone residues of neighboring molecules, which
serves to reduce the steric crowding. An additional mechanism
for relieving the stress is a mild screw-type rotation in one of
the other directions, which sustains two diﬀerent intermolecular alignments of the adjacent surfactants. The diﬀerent
mechanisms for changing both the intramolecular structure
and the intermolecular orientation, combined with the
nontrivial interactions explained above, is the most likely
cause of the high surface elasticity modules measured
experimentally for escin adsorption layers.
Long-range order throughout the layers is revealed by the
simulations, which signiﬁes the collective behavior of all
surfactants on the surface, while no true crystal state is
achieved.

between neighboring surfactants and at the same time forming
maximum number of intermolecular hydrogen bonds (vide
supra).
Additional analysis involves the calculation of three
complementary angles, each closed between identical vectors
(shown in Figure S6) in the neighboring molecules. The ﬁrst
vector is the one discussed so far (Figure 11C), and the other
two are its analogues directed along the other two “axes” of the
aglycone, namely, one deﬁned along the short side of the
aglycone (Figure S6B) and one perpendicular to the aglycone
plane (Figure S6C). When the evolution of those angles is
monitored, it becomes evident that a second screw-type
displacement of the adjacent ESC molecules takes place, giving
rise to two easily interchangeable mutual orientations. They
are illustrated in Figure S7. The transition from one to the
other involves only minor change of the three anglesnot
exceeding 30°but the possibility of this interconversion is
another factor contributing to the high elasticity of ESC layers.
A more in-depth look into the two possible orientations
shows that in both of them some long-lived (>10 ns) H-bonds
exist and are not broken during the transition. Those are
mainly located at the base of the aglycone where it is bound to
the sugar residue. It can be concluded that these hydrogenbonded atoms serve as leverage enabling the screw-type
rotation. Such persistent H-bonds are feasible for escin due to
the enhanced ﬂexibility of the sugar residues and to its aﬃnity
to form hydrogen bonds of various length, as discussed above.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Atomistic molecular dynamics simulations are performed on a
dense adsorption layer of neutral escin molecules, adsorbed at
the vacuum−water interface. Two models with diﬀerent areas
per molecule, obtained from two diﬀerent experimental
measurements, are investigated.
The layer thickness and the surface tension estimated from
the simulations match well the experimental values.
The surfactants are signiﬁcantly displaced in direction
normal to the interface at both surface concentrations (surface
coverages) to reduce the intermolecular steric repulsion and to
attain optimum intersurfactant hydrogen bonding and tight
packing of the hydrophobic parts (aglycons). As a result of the
vertical displacement of the escin molecules, the adsorption
layers become heavily curved, especially at the smallest area per
molecule.
At high surface coverage, the aglycones of the surfactants are
not hydrated and are oriented almost perpendicularly to the zcoordinate, which is a diﬀerent orientation than that in dilute
escin adsorption layers. However, the actual escin inclination,
when taking into account the curvature of the surface, is much
closer to the tilt registered in the small models.23 This
alignment with respect to the surface becomes possible
because of the ﬂexible hydrophilic groups of the escin
molecules, which reorient quite easily.
The average number of intramolecular hydrogen bonds is
one per escin molecule, while the number of intermolecular Hbonds varies from zero to seven, depending of the mutual
orientation of the closest neighbors. Two H-bonding patterns
between actual neighbors are observed: either having more
bonds with one of the neighbors at the expense of those with
the others or uniform bonding to all neighbors. This pattern is
a consequence of the formation of clusters of well-packed
molecules in the layers.

Parameters from Gaussian ﬁts of the mass density
proﬁles of escin (Table S1); thickness of escin layer
(Table S2); values of the three monitored angles
designating the mutual orientation of neighboring
escin molecules (Table S3); number of inter- and
intramolecular hydrogen bonds between escin molecules
and number of intermolecular hydrogen bonds between
escin and water molecules (Figure S1); schematic
representation of the terminal atom of the escin
aglycone used to analyze the z-coordinates displacement
(Figure S2); z-coordinate of C19 atoms as a function of
their x-coordinate (Figure S3); minimum distance
between ESC neighbors and second neighbors (Figure
S4); schematic picture of the distance used to generate
RDFs (Figure S5); schematic representation of the
monitored angles closed between three quasi-perpendicular vectors in the aglycones (Figure S6); visual
representation of the position of two escin molecules
undergoing a screw-type displacement (Figure S7)
(PDF)
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